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                                                Clarifications 

 
1. In proposition, paragraph 5 line 7 onwards discusses about receiving of notices by MLAs 

i.e. On 14.07.2021 itself, after Das and other MLAs had stayed away from the RPP MLAs’ 

meeting, certain MLAs who abstained, were sent a notice by the Speaker of the Rajputana 

Legislative Assembly, Pt. Chandraprabhu Sharma. Other MLAs who abstained from the 

said meeting, did not receive such notices.  

It is a contradictory statement, who received the letter is not clear. 

 

 Ans. No clarifications needed. A thorough reading of the proposition would do the needful. 

 

2. Since there are 3 cases in the facts sheet. Do have to take up all three in my memo or any 

one of the? 

 

Ans. All three. 

 

3. In my registration form which email should I use, my personal or the one provided by 

college? Any. 

 

4. In the given proposition, there are mainly 3 issues  

1. Disqualification of MLAs 

2. Merger of BSP  

3. Governor’s decision 

So, we have to make one memo or more than one? 

  

Ans. If you think there are more than more than three petitions, assume that they have been 

clubbed. 

 

5. Was there any specific agenda for the meeting organised by the RPP for which whip was 

issued?  

No clarification. 

 

6.Do we need to identify & address all the issues in the problem or just one? 

Ans. All. 

 

7.Does the 30-page limit include the cover page, table of contents, and list of authorities?  

Ans. Yes. 

http://www.lc2.du.ac.in/


 

8. Is the oral round going to happen on 17th itself or we will be given respective dates for 

our presentation?   

Ans. Oral round happens on 17th itself. You will be allotted code and time. Details shall be shared. 

 

9. After making a pdf of memorial on where we need to submit the same, and how?  

You will have to mail them in the pdf format on this email-id itself – mcclc2@gmail.com . 

 

 

10. What do we have to do in oral round?  

Ans. You have to present your arguments that you have framed. Refer to the demo moot. The 

videos are available on the channel. 

Sharing the recordings. 

Part 1- Welcome Address by Professor In-charge and Prof (Dr) Kiran Gupta; What is mooting and 

its Basics: - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K55hs-2AFUw 

Part-2 - Demo Moot and About Common Induction Program 2021 - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cs0v5s2Smcg 

 

11.In the given moot problem, both once appellant and once defendant has challenged their 

opposition decision, so for which side we have to represent the case? 

Ans. You have to make memo and present oral arguments for one side only. You will    be judged 

individually.  

 

12. As various parties are involved and the Speaker is on both sides (as a petitioner in one 

case and as a respondent in another), can you please guide me with the case name?  

It is your discretion on the basis of relevant provisions. Refer to cases. 

 

13. As the state of Rajputana is pari materia to India, so judgement of which High Court can 

be used as precedent in the given moot problem?  

Any. 

 

14. Should we site the website from where we searched material? 

Ans. Yes. the way you have to cite is given in the rules. Also, you can check the sample memo 

shared in the google drive folder.  

 

15. Do we have to present whole arguments in the memorial in just 10 minutes? 

Ans. Yes. you have to argue your entire case in 10 minutes. 

 

16. How much cases to site for a good memorial? 

Ans. No limit but make sure they are all relevant. 

 

17.Do we have to give the answer of issues under arguments? Can the arguments and issues 

be different? 

Ans.You have to frame your arguments under a particular issue. Check the video where the 

mooting basics were discussed. 
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Best Wishes from Team MCS, Law Centre-II 


